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ArBICA
JAMES S. COLEMAN and CARL G. ROSBERG, Jr.
CONTEMPORARY AFRICA confronts the American government and people with a major challenge. The magnitude
and gravity of that challenge and the urgency of the
policy issues we confront have been made abundantly
clear by recent events. The rapid crumbling of European
authority, upon which we have depended and with which
we are identified, the growing network of ties between
the more radical Mrican states and the Sino-Soviet Bloc,
the ominous intrusion <>f the East-West struggle into the
Congo, the steady drift towards new forms of authoritarianism, the blind determination of domiqant white
minorities in southern Mrica to resist unto death the
"winds of change" blowing ever more violently from the
north, and the situations of actual and potential fratricidal strife among the Mrican peoples themselves-these
are illustrative of the range of urgent and critical problems. created by the sudden and massive thrust of Mricans towards , freedom and full participation in the
modern world.
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America has been and, in many respects, remains
singularly ill-prepared to meet and to deal effectively
with these problems. Why? The main reason is that they
were not anticipated and their portent not fully appreciated. They were not anticipated because our ·position
on African issues has been based upon a cluster of unrealistic assumptions. We:.._h~v~-- assumed, _for example,
that _Europe's continued "presence" in Africa-albeit in
diminished form-was not only desirable but desired; ·
that early independence for Africans was so matiifeStty
"premature" that Africans themselves recognized this;
that we should deal only with "responsible" African
leaders (whose "responsibility" was established either by
European colonialists or settlers or by their own sycophantic pro-Western declarations) ; that the preservation
of the predominant "guiding role" of tiny European
minorities was indispensable not only for stability and
progress but also for Western security; that our own
racial problem compelled restraint in rendering moral
judgment or in exerting moral pressure upon exploitative racialist regimes in Africa; and that the strategic
importance of our bases in the Azores dictated silence
regarding oppressive Portuguese colonialism ·in Angola
·and Mozambique.
As a ·consequence, America came to be regarded by
many African leaders as conservative and gradualist,
as pro-colonialist, as an integral part of that ensemble of
Western paternalism and exploitation against which they
are revolting. To our dismay, we have found that we

a~~r.ded -~s:·lliy
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progress. Yet any analysis of our African policy must
COinrnem:e with this negative image. It is a gr:;tve disability, which elicits from Africans suspicion rather than
confidence regarding our intentions, cynicism rather than
understanding in eyaluating, our actions, and hypercriticism rather than tolerance-in judging our weaknesses,
There are ~basie-coonsiderations which have
a direct bearing upon the formulation of an American .
policy towards Africa; namely, the unstabilized character
of African political. foFc:es and ..the _great diver~jty of
political_~!~~rica is still midway ln. the transition between what was a relatively stabilized
pattern of pure colonial rule and a new order of sovereign independent states. However-even within and
among those states that have achieved their formal
independence-national boundaries, political institutions, and political alignments are by no means settled.
In many of the new states, it is still not clear which are
the political forces that command the greatest legitimacy,
actual or potential. Is the Ghana-Guinea-Mali union
merely an aspiration, or is it a political re.ality? Who
commands the broadest support, Kasavubu or Gizenga?
Who is really the stronger, Emperor Haile Selassie or
his inarticulate opposition, the pro-French Senghor
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regime in Senegal or its anti-French opposition?
These are the kinds of questions we could and would
presumably ask about the state of political forces oil any
continent; but in Africa our difficulty in assessing the
situation is compounded not only by our abysmal ignorance of the nature of these forces, but particularly
by the special character of. the great transformation now
taking place in Africa. , Political and social change is
occurring in what approxir'riates-an institutional vacuum,
;i_yoid created by the progressive disintegration of traditiQJla}__n_~~ive a!ltbority. systems _anQ..the repudiation of
colonial a1itlioJ;ity~th~ two sets of structures .. which
herelorore
have;'i-estniined,channell!id
and conditioned
........
.
'
··- <>'····-·.... __ '··
.. --· change. Clearly, the t~sk of policy formulation becomes
-exceedingly difficult when we face a political situation·
so extremely fluid arid indeterminate, and so unlikely to
bl!come stabilized in the predictable future.
Africa's diversity complicates the formulation of a
single "African policy." 'fr{je,, we confront a single
continent inhabited by dark,-skinned peoples who have
shared a history of recent Western colonial rule. These
facts have fostered the assumption of an African 'unity
that does not actually exist, except in the visions of the .
most passionate Pan-Africanists.· Culturally and politically, Africa is as diverse and variegated as Asia. Western Europe superimposed its' widely variant patterns of
culture and politics upon a pre-colonial mosaic .cjf peoples with their own equally divergent historical experiences and cultural and political institutipns. Moreover,
during the colonial period and the struggle for independence, the interaction of these two cultural complexesEuropean and African-took place within ,territories
which (despite the initially artificial character of their
boundaries) tended over time to acquire distinctive
personalities.
In confronting the new Africa, America must formulate and articulate policy at three levels. For Africa as a
whole, we must have a general policy, just as we have a
general Asian, European or Latin American policy. For
each individual legal entity (sovereign state or colonial
territory) we must also have a policy-not only because
these are the entities with which we must deal under
international law, but also because each has its own
distiiictive problems.
Finally, we must have regional policies. The regions
are no longer "French Africa" or "British Africa." Africa is now divided between those countries under the
actual or presumptive control of Af(ic,ans (the 27 independent and emergent African states} and those still
under the control of Europeans (Southern Rhodesia,
the Union of South Africa, and the Portuguese provinces
of Guinea, Angola and Mozambique). This is Africa's
"Great Divide." For this reason, the two categories are
treated separately in the following analysis.
~
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INDEPENDENT AND EMERGENT
ArRICAN STATES

African leaders are endeavoring to achieve three major
goals: stabilization and modernization of their societies;
development of cooperative relationships and greater
unity among African states; and definition of the role of
their states in the larger world community. The problems
they confront in pursuing these goals are exceedingly
difficult and complex. How they are resolved has important implications for American policy.
,

I. The BuDding of Model'n
National Societies
With political independence either secured or assured,
the energies of Africa's leaders in the northern twothirds of the continent are now directed towards the
knotty problems of national unification and rapid modernization. They must· not only presezye and extend the
unity developed during the nationalist struggle: they
must also meet the challenge of the revolution of rising
expectations, whi,ch they have in a large measure helped
to launch.

National Unification
Each of the new Mrican states-and all except Liberia
and Ethiopia are new-is an artificial creation of European coiorrlalism which embraces within its boundaries
a melange of groups among which there has been little
assimilation. Historic tribal and cultural fragmentation
has been only partially transcended by a thin overlay
of "national" groups and associations. In many instances,
tensions and differences among groups have been aggravated as a result of the uneven distribution of resources
or the uneven impact of modernity. During the colonial
6

period, some groups and regions within the new states
have developed more rapidly than others. The betterendowed, more developed and wealthier. groups or regiOns dislike having their affluence and their actuaLgr
pote~tial, higher standard of living dilutea .by- remainingunited with "depressed areas." The latter~\Vhile wei~
com!ng the economic advantages of unity-=-profound.l-y
fear being dominated by the more developed .grpups.
·Thus internal tensions and separatist tendencies ,are
based not only upon tribal or ethnic differences but also
upon different levels of development. Such situations, of
course, are aggravated when an area of greater~r
lesser~development is inhabited by a single ethnic
group.
1
Tribal and ethnic parochialism seriously obstructs the
development of higher loyalties and a "national" outlookin many of the. new states. This is explained in large
measure by the comparative brevity of European rule,
by the limited impact of modernity, and by the f~ct that,
in British and Belgian areas, the preservation of tfibal
or ethnic authorities and loyalties was a cardinal feature
of colonial policy. The forces that elsewhere have weakened localism an<I accelerated the involvement of new
strata of the population .into a ·larger social, political
and economic order have not yet had sufficient intensity
or breadth of impact to overcome the forces of parochialism and separatism.
The resulting high potential for civil strife and ethnic
or regional separatism is most dramatically illustrated
by developments in the Congo since it achieved its independence in June, 1960. Under Belgian rule, the
central instituti.ons · of the Congo never became the-objects .oi loyalty orrespectfor the mass of the Congo- lese people. The same underdevetopinerit arid fragility
of'central structures of authority has been characteristic,
to a lesser degree, of the other new African states. This
has provided the basis for a continuous struggle between
those leaders who seek to establish highly centralized
unitary regimes (for example, Nkrumall in Ghana and
the late Lumumba in the Congo) and those who insist
upon regional autonomy within a loosely organized
federal arrangement (for example, Awolowo and the
Sardauna of Sokoto in Nigeria --and.' Tshonibe and Kasavubu in the Congo) . This conflict betw~en centralization
and .decentralization or sep·aratism will :corit1iiue. tq __be
one of the ..chief-sources of political tension in the new
Africa.
··

Modehiization
African leaders are heavily committed to the goal of
rapid modernization. To them, it has both material and
psychological components. Materially, it means higher
standards of living, widespread iiteracy, adequate health ·
facilities, and a national economy, educational system
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and social.structure characteristic of modern industrial
countries. Psychologically, it means the extinction of the
stigma of primitiveness, the vulnerability of backwardness, and the ignominy of dependence. Above all, it
means equality with the rest of mankind. The leaders
of the successful natienalist movements are under heavy
pressure from their followers for immediate and visible ~
material progress. They have made self-government the
symbol not only of emancipation from alien rule but
also of "life more abundant." Thus, failure to achieve
manifest progress could lead to popular frustration
and disenchantment, political instability and authori·
tarianism.
The wide ga.p b'etw~n tg~ st~ong aspil;ation fo:t:
modernization and . the limited capaCity· to achieve it
through local resources- and local technical and lllanagerial skills acc~ntuates the al~eady heavy dep~~dence
of the. new states upon the external-world, at the very"
. "time of their passionate commitment to the consullll11a- ·
tion of freedom. This painful contradiction, with the
-pursuit of one goal weakening the capacity to achieve
the. other, is one· of the main explanations for two
dominant trends in contemporary Africa-toward~.·
"strong" or authoritarian government and-- towar(C
diversification of dependency relationships (that is, ac:::·
ceptance of technical and economic aid from a number
of nations, rather than remaining. dependent· on-~·the .
former··rn:etfopolltan power). There are other explana. tions for the authoritarian trend, but unquestionably the v
· compulsion to mobilize local human and material resources to further the modernization process is an important element. Again, several factors help to account
- for the trend toward diversification of foreign involvements, but prominent among them is the desire to reduce
. the "neo-colonial" implications, if not potentialities, of
dependence on a single nation .and to maximize the
amount of external aid and technical assistance.
Two of the major obstacles to iapid modernization
are the character of the ·African economies and the
acute shortage of indigenous managerial· and technical
st:rlf. Most African economies are based primarily uppn
the export of bne dominant cash crop. The majority 6~
the population continues to be engaged primarily in
subsistence agriculture. The supply of skilledmanpower
is. extremely limited. Only a beginning has been made
at developing secondary industries. The infrastruCture
( transj:)ort and communications facilities, power sources,.
etc.) is totally inadequate to support large-scale economic expansion and growth. Ambitious development
plans include attacks on all thes((_. weaknesses-diversification of agriculture, techllical training programs, in~
dustri~tlization, ·and the expansion of the infrastructure
-but, at the present level of resource commitment and
capital investment, they are only beginning to scratch
8
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the surface; As maQ.power is Africa's main capital reSOJirce, it is likely that Africa's leaders will be increasingly attracted to "hu~an inv~stment" (i.e., compulse>ry
labor) programs, as in Guinea.
<
One of the gravest weaknesses of the new states ·is
the extremely small number of Africap.s who have had
training for, or experience in, <adrp:inistrative, t~£J:tni2hl,
and managerial positions: This is unquestionably the
consequence of European colonial systems_ that neither
anticipated nor desired their early termination. The
systemati~ training- and recruitment 'of African administrators was initiated only in -the fin1:1l stages of colonial
rule. Thus, when Ghana became independent in 1957,
only 52% of the higher posts jn the public service were
held by Africans. In Tanganyika, which now stands ·on
the threshold of independence, Afri.C..l!l!l' occupy _no more
than 25% of the senior posts in the civil service. The
situation was most acute in the Republic of the Congq.
At the time of independence, only one. African had
acquired experience in a position of administrative -re- ·
sponsibility above that of a 'clerk. This pattern is charac~
teristic of all the states of Midsfle Africa.
·African states .'!"ill continue to be heavily dependent
upon extern~l pe~onnel for the next decade, particularly in view of the great expansion of staff requirements
created by the_ launching, of ambitious development
plans. At the same time, . there are" extremely sfrong
nationalistic pressures within the soCiety for ·total Africanization. This has resulted in the accelerated departure
of large numbers of trained and experienced Europ-ean
officials. The result in,most instances has been a sudden
and massiv~ input of untrained, inexp~rienced, and semieducated Africans into the public service. This almost
certainly means a sharp lowering 'of standards: Nevertheless, most African leaders feel; quite understandably,
that the continued presence in high positions of expatriates from the former imperial country is not only
inconsistent with rapid Africanization, but (as a single
dependency relationship) is also a painful reminder that
independence is not complete.
The foregoing analysis highlights one of the single
most pervasive and important forces in contemporary
Africa-the determination of AfricaQ_ leaders to consummate freedom, to achieve what Sekou Toure of
Guinea calls "integral de-colonization." This means the
termination of unbalanced external influences in general, and of the European presence in patticular, wherever it is found on the- African continent. The idea that
"lam not free until all Africa is free" commands wide
acceptance. Because pf continued heavy dependence of
Africans upon the external world, a,nd particularly upon
the West,< with which they have been long associated,
there is ·a general feeling that forni~l independence has
not brought complete freedom to Africa.
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11. Towards a New African
Communi•y
African leftders also confront the difficult task of defining
and establishing effective relationships among the new
states. The character of these relationships will be largely
detei:mined by three factors-the persistence of the political fragmentation of the colonial period, the drive to
transcend the existing fragmentation through various
forms of union or association of African states, and the
development of intra-African tensions and rivalries.

Political Fragmentation
The ·general trend in contemporary Africa is for each
artificial administrative creation of the colonial period
to become a separate sovereign state. Thus far, there
have been only four exceptions: the union of Eritrea
with Ethiopia, to form the Federation of Ethiopia; the _
unification of British Somaliland and Somalia to formthe Republic of Somalia; the union of British Togoland
arid the Gold Coast to form the state of Ghana; and the
division by plebiscite of the British Cameroons between
Nigeria and the Republic of the Cameroun: In the British
territories of East Africa (Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda,
Zanzibar) African leaders have_ committed themselves
to the achievement of independence via some form of . East African Federation. Apart from these exceptions,
the Africans have been disinclined or (prior to independence) unable to create larger-scale politii:al unions. Their
slogan has been "independence first, then union."
After independence has been achieved, however,
vested interests have been quickly built into the economic and political structures of each new state. Relations with other states have become increasingly formalized. Newly discovered "national interests" must be
protected and advanced. "Friendly" and "enemy" states
become identified. Once sovereign states have been
created, they acquire a power of self-perpetuation that
operates to resist both further fragmentation and the
creation of a broader politiCal unity.

Pan-Africanism
Despite these powerful forces operating to preserve
Africa's present fragmentation, the impulse towards a
broader African unity remains strong and persistent.
In many respects, the general opposition towards any
further fragmentation of existing territories and states
is a reflection of the desire to prevent a reduction in
the scale of unity already achieved under colonialism.
Most African leaders, for example, opposed on principle the separate independence once threatened by
Northern Nigeria and by the Southern Sudan, just as
they currently oppose the separation of Katanga Province from the Republic of the Congo and Buganda
..-'
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Province from Uganda. The corollary to this opposition
to further fragmentation is- the continued quest for a
wider Pan-African unity, looking towards the ultimate
.()Stablishment of some form of continental political unity
ranging from a loose Comnionwealth of African States
to a United Stat~s of Africa.
Pan-Africanism--'-this Impulse to establish a wider
African unity-is based upon the notion that there is
an "African Personality," a distinctive cultural heritage
which all Africans share and of which they can be
proud. This notion and the abstract goal of unity command wide acceptance among contemporary African
leaders. They are central themes at the many conferences
of African political leaders. Yet none of the specific
efforts to achieve a wider 1,mity, such as the Ghana- ·
Guinea-Mali union or the Pan-African Freedom Movement of East and Central Africa, has yet resulted in the
formation of a genuine political union involving the
actual surrender of sovereignty. The obstacles to such a
union are many: differences in language, differing economic and political relationships with the extern~ world,
uneven lev~ls of economic potenti~l and development,
differing concepts of the way in which unity is to be
achieved, personal rivalries, and fears of domination.
These and other considerations make it mo~t unlikely
that in the predictable future real political unions or
federations of existing independent states
be formed
'
by consent.
The need for closer cooperation among Africa's states
is_ so obvious at1d' the desire so strong that African
leaders ·will undoubtedly continue to press for united
action in order to protect common' interests and to solve
mutual problems. A variety of functional arrangements
have akeady been developed, and it can be expected
that efforts will be made to expand and to ·strengthen
them. Schemes for an African common market, for an
._"African Investment Bank,'' and for the creation of an
organization to handle intra-African disputes all fall into
this category. New forms of political association may
in time emerge out of this expanding web of economic
and social relationships.

"'ill

Intra-African Rivalries
The characteristic reluctance- of states to surrender their
sovereignty or to subordinate their- "national interests»-to the interests of a larger community is not the only
obstacle to African unity. African states have their own
conflicts and rivalries. These are of two main types. One
is the tension that has developed between the more
radical states (Ghana:, Guinea and Mali) and the more
conservative states (Liberia, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Somalia,
Togo, Cameroun, and the remaining ten states of ~ormer
French Africa) . The radical states are more pron9um!edly Pan-Africanist, more insistently neutralist,
11

more willing to develop close relations ·with the SinoSoviet Bloc, and more militant about the extinction of
residual European influence in Africa. They regard themselves as the vanguard in the unfinished "African Revolution." As such, they constitute a dynamic pole of
attraction for the more militant, nationalistic and revolutionary elements in the· other states. ·
In their zeal to assert leadership in the dt:ive for total
. emancipation of the continent from European influence,
the radical states have taken actions that have created
tensions with other African states. Thus, for ·example,
the breakup of the Mali Federation is in part due to
the more militant orientation of leaders of the former
Soudan (now Mali), in contrast to the more conservative pro-French leadership in Senegal, the other constituent member of the abortive Federation. The tension
between Ghana and the Ivory Coast is in part the result
of a similar difference in attitude betw_een · the more
militantly Pan-Africanist · Nkrumah and the more proEuropean Houphuet-Boigny. The continuing tension
between the Republic of the Cameroun and the radical
states is largely due to the fact that ,the latter have
openly supported militant groups opposed to the present
pro-French Camerounian leadership. However-, the
cleavage between the two groups of states has been most
clearly manifested in their contrasting positions in the
UN on the question of leadership in the Congo: the
radical powers supported Lumumba, whom they believed to be of their persuasion, and 'the other states
either abstained or supported the Kasavubu regime.
The other type of interstate tension involves disagreements over present boundaries, most of which were
established haphazardly and without regard for ethnic
considerations during the European "scramble" for
Africa. Thus, relations are strained between Somalia
and Ethiopia as a result of the former's agitation for a
Greater Somalia embracing all Somali-speaking peoples,
a substantial number of whom inhabit the Haud area
of Ethiopia. Tension exists between Ghana and Togo
as a result of the recurrent demand by Ghanian spokesmen that Togo become part of Ghana in order that
the Ewe people may be united. Morocco claims Mauritania on historical grounds, but the latter desires to
retain its independence. Such situations exist, actually
or potentially, all over Africa. Given the artificiality of
state boundaries, the comparative brevity of Eur-opean
rule in Africa, and the unstable character of many of
the new states, irredentist movements and boundary dis-putes, precipitated or aggravated by imperialist motives,
will continue to complicate intra-African relations. ,
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Today, A~~~ cons!itute.s the \VOrld's greatest power .
_vacuum. The same relative weakness that diew the -·
competing powers of Europe into Africa in the midnineteenth · century has been recreated in the midtwentieth century as a consequence of the rapid collapse
~r withdrawal of European power. The dominant impulse that precipitated the mid-nineteenth . century '
scramble for Africa-preclusion of the extension by
another great power of its sphere of influence-operates with equal vigor today. Yet, despite these striking similarities, the int~rp.ati_onal situation has changed so radi- :
cally in other respects that the existence ·of this vacuum
no lm1ger carries the same implications.
The nineteenth century international ethic that
rationalized and ·legitimized imperial rule by white,
Christian "civilized" Europe over colored and so-called
"backward" peoples has been replaced. by a new. international ethic that condemns all .forms of imperialism
allifStigmatizes even the most benevolent situations of
dependency upon the West as 'immoral-tolerable only
·u in the process of-rapid liquidation. A United Nations
that sought to make European powers subject to international accountahllity ·for 1he administration of their
"Non-Self-Governing Territories" has been transformed
into a world forum irr which the former wards have a
substantial vote. Leaders . in Africa who supineJy~:
cepted (indeed, invifed)-Western paternal rule and .·
'protection-have been succeeded by a new generationpasstonatefydetermined to liquidate what _remains of
Western imperialism .and to forestall any new form of
alien rule. Moreover, each of the two great powers
.competing today to preclude the other from establishing '
its influence on the continent proclaims an ideology
embodying the principles of equality, demo·cracy, and
anti-imperialism. Although each attaches very different
meanings to these principles, they are powerful weapons
which each can employ to appeal to African peoples in
order to preclude the influence of the other.
These radically changed circumstances have several
important implications. One is that, although the African states are weak and. vulnerable, they are now protecte~ by a variety o(_neW'..restraints, as well as by a
consciousness among their leaders of a capacity to forestall new imperialisms either by mobilizing world opinion
in the United Nations or by galvanizing their peoples
to ·active resistance. Another is that influence in Africa
citn be established (or the extension of influence by
other outside powers precluded) only by policies and
techniques that are in tune with the new realities. The
changed· circumstances also mean. that the struggle to
13

illfiuence Africa, as well as the struggle to keep it fr~

·. -\@1 take p~a~e as ~).l~h ()"(lt_s!~~-a~~iQiirl"Afr!ca. African -

. issues have ' already t_ended to monopolize the United
Nations agenda. There· is every reason to- believe this
will continue to be. the case.
African states have assumed a poshire of neutralism
,,
or "nonalignment" in world affairs, Their ·leaders have
11
-stated that they wish to fpllow an ,independent _course
in foreign policy, maintainip.g normal and friendly rela·
tions with all co__untries. They insist neutralism does not
mean isolationism.:, If ls. tlieir dee~:lared inFention· to judge
international issues on their merits and not to give un_ciitical support either. to. Western or to S!Jy-i~t' positions.
Neutralism means 'inscrutability and-' non~commitirtent.
This endow,sffiric~-1-eader-s with .a'~¥,fg"iifmng"_:_po\Ver
grossly dispropm:tion_ate to the size. and . iilftuence of
theit -states. ~ Although.,all'Mrican states have declared the~selves
-neutral, they differ considerably in the mamier in which ~
they have 'implemented that policy. A distinction must
b~_!h~g~____Q_~tween ideological_ -~nd -ilpplu~Cf i).eu~~i~~~
Alf prof~ss neutr~lism-but (when confronted. with the
painful realities of econciJ]iic and mil,itary weakness)
many may be un-neutral on very practical·. g~QJlllds.
Thus, Liberia; Nig~ri~, Somalia) and' "cameroun have
defense. agreements with the Western world; Ghana and
Nigeria are members of the <\~~monwe~lth;; a:rid, ·except
for Guinea and Mali, all of the new states oLfru:mer
French Africa have
hea\')' and.- singular dependence
ti.pon France. Guinea; on the other hand;-iias ·a_ shti1iarly
unbalanced dependence upon the Sino-Soviet ·'Bloc:
In appraising Africa's neutralist orientation, it'should
be recognized that most Africa~ states entered the era
~f independence heavily, if not exclusively, dependent
upon one single We8tern·power. As they have moved
towards greater neutrality~th~t is, towards relations with countries in both.
the East and West_:_the
West
\..
'
~.,:·c.,.-,;·~·
h~s tended to :r_eg!tfd such ll- movement ::ts "g0inK (;Qm. munist," even if tlie Western; mat-least non-comm.unist,
. dependenc.e remruns preponderant. African leaders do
not iook at it this-way .and do not c;omprehend Western
criticism of their actions. Nor do they share the Western
view that assistance from the Eastern bloc constitutes
a -dli:nger. Their attitude has beerr strengthened by the
·fact that ' the-COli.lltries ~f the ·Sino:s(;~iet.Bloc·h~ve
given prompt aid withou(stririgs attached'an.d'"haie'iot,'
. in' this-:or other. ~;;ys;b~haved tow"ird-th~~ as Western
· critics have warned.' Iildeed, African leaders are inclined to interpret Western warnings>:a.hd .criticism as
manife$tations of a desire to keep Africa predominantly
dependent upon the Western. world.< ~-• -pver;~~Y''<, •
re~ent the implication that they are; ;9\tt,Ye::~..: ~i!J9.:.. ; ;
resist Soviet biaitdishm~nt oi- to~i,~~·Sovlera1<ffrom
~g into ultimate domirrati()ifffiiThey ·regard them-

·a
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selves first .and foremost as African nationalists and
are supremely_ confident that their strong wiii to remain
independent is -coupled with an equal capacity to resist
any new form .of ext~rmil control. .- .
·
. ·. African leade,rs Jiave ~ ~trorig in~erest in and commit'm\!flt.t-o fu,e United Nhti<?Ds· They rtigard it as an iristltution for ,the advance~nranrl.-<pr-otection, of their interests and as a forum -~li whicli they- can mobilize world
public opinion ag!iinst :ill forms of residui:tl colonialism
and .racial dQmil'Iation. ~ Moreover, the voting strength
of the African nations in. the. General A~setpbly. giyes
AfFica an influence in world affl:!irs it could not otherwise claim or exert. Their strong commitment and. their
active role in United Nations deliberations have profound implicacl.ons for the future of tl).at organiZatien;
' as well as for Am~ricap policy.. The United N~tions
could become •. a neutral international. instrument for
the economic, equcational and social ·d~v~lopment of
the Africc;tu states. If the nations of the world would.
end~w it with major responsibility in these fields an<}.
with adequate res~urces to fulfill it, the woblell).!(created
by African suspicion /regarding our motives and by
competition. among :4ldividual states for influence cpuld
. be resolved or 'minimized~ The United Nations could
also become the· forum for conciliation and resolution
of intra-African co~flicts, as well as the agency for handling explosive and delicate situations like the Congo.
On the other 'band, if disputes a'ud tensions am~rig or
withjn ·African states are. Qrought directly before the
· Ul)ited Nations under present 'circumstances, the result
might be .a grave .weakening of .tlie organization. Be-·
-cause eacQ.·. UN m~moer is.fon;:ed to take positions on
ali' issues, ·it could compel· Bast-West .involvement in
iri,tra-A.frican · issues, thereby accelerating the intrusion
Orilie Cold War into· Africa~ It. could dramatize and
strepgthen the growing identity of ~nterests between the
radical powers of Africa and the Sino...Sovilet Bloc on a
large number of issties _beyond' those of direct African
concern., It could also a~v~te .the already. delicate
task we confront in balanCing our African interests
and obligations with our commitments to Europe, particularly on questions ipyolving .residual European )nterests-fancied or real~in ·Africa.
These are som~ of 'the it-eat 'opportunities as well as
the. possibly ominous . impHcations that ne_ed to be
w~ghed in framing . future American pol!cy regarding
the role of the United Nations in African affairs.
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WHITE·DO..INATED SOUTHERN
AI"RICA
--1

\

The southern one-third of the African continent, com-·
prising Portuguese Angola and Mozambique, Southern
Rhodesia and the Union of South Africa, constitutes the
last bastion of white domination. of colored peoples.
In these areas, the dominant European groups have
categorically_ affirmed their determination to maintain
permanent political supremacy. Portuguese colonialism,
Rhodesian discrimination, and South African "apartheid" are the_ chief targets of the leaders of all of
Africa's new states and are bitterly attacked by ·Asian
leaders. as well. They symbolize both the continued
domination of a substantial segment of the colored
. world by a white minority and the racial arrogance
and condescending paternalism that psychologically have
been the most infuriating and bitterly resented aspect
of Western colonialism. Mrican hatred of these systems
is all the more intense ,because they are defended in
. terms of the need tp preserve the sl!prei!lacy of white
Christianity.
,
-,. - . ··
·
Portuguese rule has been~ and remains the m~st oppr~orm of _alien ~omiriati'?P. ·on the.A~.,.eol.l-'
tinent. It is characterized 'by s~ringent police controls,
ruthless and arbitrary punishment and deportations,
denial of political liberties;'lorced recruitment of labor,
limited opportunity for educational and economic advancement, and absence of· hope for any meaningful
change in the existing system. The Portuguese response
to the southward sweep of Mrican nationalism, to growing external pressure and criticism, and more recently
to developments in the neighboring Congo ,has been
one of complete defiance in the name of Christianity,
Western civilization and anti-communism. Existing controls have been tightened and manifestations of opposi16
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tion bruthlly suppressed; security forces have been.
greatly expanded; and the number of white settlers from
metropolitan Portugal has been vastly increased. There
is no evidence that Portugal intends to alter its current
policies.
The chara.cter of the Portuguese system provides a
constant provocation for ~ahti-Western agitation. and
sentiment. Because Portugal,js~.-NATO · power-and,
like Fr~nce .in Algeria, 'uses NATO arms in Africa...=-'
ihe African belief that NATO is an instnimenffortlie
maintenance of Western colonialism is reinforced.
The Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, in which
Southern Rhodesia has a predominant role, has been
watched closely and sympathetically in the hope that its
official policy of "partnership" would lead to the progressive development of an integrated society in which
racial origin would, be irre~evant. Events during the past
sey.t:m years, how:ever, have deinonstr~tted beyond question -that the white minority of Southern Rhodesia is
~·not to allow, any further erosion .of its posi- . .,
ti.Q.~·of supremacy. A~ a consequence, Mrican·nationalist
leaders in the two Northern territories-Northern Rho~
desia and Nyasaland-are' det~r'mined to break up the~
Federation· and to undermine and ultimately destroy
European dominat,ion.
.
In the Union of South Africa, the white minority · ·
·-intends to preserve. its dominant economic and political
position t~qugh restrictive legislation and separa:te
racial development. Despite repeate.d condemnation by
the outside world, there is little evidetice to indicate that
the governing party, representing mainly the Afrikaner
community,. will· alter its present policy. The government has military' and police power 'and techniques of
control that give it fair assurance of maintaining its
position for the predictably future. Continued sporadic
disorder is likely, but short of military intervention or
universally enforced economic sanctions there ·'appears
little that the outside world can do. The situation, however, is one which even the most sympathetic observers
believe will lead ultimately to disaster .. The Union of
South Africa confronts the liberal West with an embarrassing and intractable motal probl~m.
)
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The foregoing are some of the general features of the
contemporary African scene and of the policy problems
America confronts. In considering future policy, we
- must first briefly examine the main strands in our past
policy. It is roughly divisible into three periods: 18851945, 1945-1958, and 1958 to date. During the sixty
years between the ' commencement of tlie partition 'of
Af;ica in 1885 and the end of the Second World War
we. accepted. fand supported both the reality and the
·tegitimacy of. European colonial ·rule in· Africa. We
qUiil:ii!eO:Such. support by ari ·insistence upon respect
for the pfinciple of the ."opep. <,Ioor," as well as for the
ideas of trusteeship and . international . accountability.
Otherwise, except for Liberia and Ethiopia, we regarded
Mrica as aJ:!_ ~)(J~nsion of Eurppe.
--- · · ·- ---During the fatefulfhirteen Y_7aiS fpllow~ng the eJild
of \V~!!d War II, ~hen .an· in~e'asing number of Mrican · nationalist movements were demanding eady . in9ependenc~, __ \Ve. I-~iloc.tM,haltingly- mcln~gatively., The.
reasons are obvious. We were burdened Vljith heavy
coiillilitments elsewhe~e. Strategically, Europe's secu:city
and economiC recovery commanded the highest priority.
Africa was on the periphery of world politics and ap, •'
peared relatively stable. These and other··considerations
and assumptions, as well as lamentable ignorance at
official l~vels .rega;rding the true state of Africa's social .
and political fm::ce~,_resulted in its bei):ig accorded low
priority in all policy. considerations.
/
IJ: was not until 1952 that .Afri9a was singled ol1Las
the subject for an official po1icy statement._ In subsequent
_years · the main lines , of our policy found formal expression. We gave only qualified support to the principle
of self-determination, stressing such notions as "prema18
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ture independence," and the need· to demonstrate an
'-'ability to undertake responsibilities." We repeatedly
praised, supported, and stressed the importance of the
-European presence in Africa. As new- states aclva~aced
towards independence, we expressed our . hope "that
relations between the new African couri..tries and· their
former metropoles will ' continue on 'a ' constructive,
·amicable and mutually advantageous basis.~..- We were
silent or restrained in our comment o~ Africa:S White
oligarchies, on Portuguese colonialism and ()IIi rthe absence of political liberties ·in the Belgian Congo. In·
creasingly we tended to stress the danger of Communist subversion. The general image created by the- policy ·
of this period w'as_one· of American moral neutrality-.
and support of European colonialism.
"
Commencing ilL19...i.8,__o_ur policy becanie pr,ogressively more· positive. I.t~ that ·year we sided with the
anti-colonial bloc in the Unit~d Nations in supporting a
resolution
expressing regret over the South African·
-----r_:-P-Qh_cy of apartheid. The growing importance of African
issues was recognized that same year by the creation
of the post
-Assistant Secretary of State for African
Affairs. Since then, the previous negativism our policy
b~~;;progressively eliminated, but in a manner and
at a tempo suggesting -a reactive accommodation to
events. For example, following the attainment of independence by 16 new ,Afri~an states in 1960, our spokesmen Qmitted previous qualifying phrases and emphasized
our "long-standing belief in, s~lf-determination for
pe"Oj;les everywhere." We ·have subtly_ shifted from previous paternalistic warnings that' African leaders could
be easily . duped by Communism to the more positive
note that "The African nations prize their independence
. . .. arid are ~illikely at the decisive moment to mistake
the enemies for the friewfs of freedom," We have recognized African neutralispt, ·stressing that "We do not
seek outright political commitm~nt to om: side;1 rather,
we hope tq re-enforce an existing ·commitment to the
free way of life." We have emphasizeq the importance
of a positive -united Nations, role in African development, arbitration of disputes and 'as a "shield against
aggression."
r,
'
- Although recent ~licy statements reflect a progressive
accommodation to fhe rapidly unfolding African scene,
there are strong arguments for a dramatization at this
time of a new era' in America's relations with Africa.
There is a widespread expectation throughout Africa
that the Kennedy Administratiol:\.._ will take a fresh arid
vigorous approach to African questions. Moreover our
EUropean ccimmitments, · which hav¢.;' iibmobilized :us
-over the past 15 years, .ne:ed no.Joriger -do so: The rapid
-..
.
. .. / - . '
. ---------.--,----wJ:!_hdrawal of France, Bntalp an!f Belgmm J:l~_s libe.r,ated us as well as the Africans they ruled. Only the :Portu~- ·refuain, and· 'Suppqrt fo.f_ them is·_ patently both
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unrealistic and morally intolerable. We can and must
move forward without inhibition to the articulation of a
policy based upon the mutual needs and interests of
America and Africa.
What should 'be the elements of a new policy for
Mrica? ;First, there must be a, £9~iti~ declaration_ pf
_our guiding principles. There are two basic principles
under which all other aspects of our n~w policy can besubsumed: the principle of self-determination andthe
_principle of sovereignty~ ]'rite and worn thoug~
words may be, and -subject as they are to multiple interpretations, we would be tragically blind to the power
they ·still wield if we were to deny them to the new
Mrica. They must be affirmed; they must also b~ spelled
out.
The principle of self-determination means that we
condemn ·all forms of alien rule that are not in the
process of being progressively terminated. It means also
that we recognize the right of all peoples freely to
determine. their own foreign policy, their own form
of government, the extent to ~hich they will cooperate,
· amalgamate or federate, and their economic and other
relationships with other peoples. As a free country, we
demand these rights for ourselves and we respect them
as rights for all other peoples.
Sovereignty is the principle that operates to guarantee
the right of self-determination. It does not preclude international cooperation, nor the creation of larger unions.
It does preclude intervention, imperialism and aggression.
Mricans will remain unimpressed by our declaration
of these nrinciples unless they are re:tlectea in our policies and actions on specific African issues. In the light
of current problems, what specific )olicies are consonant with these general principles? The follbwing are
suggested: -

these"'

(1) Acceptance of African N eutrcl_li~m~ _']he declaration of a state's foreign policy is an act of sovereignty
.and must be respected as such. Our government has
already accepted Mrican: neutralism; this should be reaffirmed. Given the general political trends in Mrica,
it would be unrealistic to press any African state to
align itself publiCly with the West. Indeed, it is to the
advantage of Mrica and the West iii particular and of
the world in general that, at this stage, Mrica -follow a
neutralist cotirse. If it is genuine, it constitutes a bulwark against undue Sino-Soviet influence. It also helps
t~minimize Mrican. involvement . .in th_t) -Cold' War.
Historically, great powers have agreed to the neutraliza-,
tion of buffer areas and power va<;:uums; today such an
East-West agreement about Africa, formal or tacit,
would be a step towards disengagement and relaxation
of tensions. Although the Sino-Soviet bloc may not co~
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operate, we should not by our actions intensify EastWest rivalries in this vulnerable area.
Furthermore, if an Mrican · state pursues a genuine
neutralist. policy its leaders are less vulnerable to extremist nationalist opposition.
In accepting Mrica's neutralist orientation, we must
recogirize that on many international issues Mrica's new
states will not support our position; indeed, they -may
from time to time vote with the Soviet Bloc. Some
of the new states, for exa.nlple, strongly support the admission of Red China into the United Nations, not
necessarily because of any pro-Communist leaning on
their part, but because its exclusion appears to them
to be unwarranted and detrimental to the achievement
of such objectives as disarmament and international ·
contwl of the atom. Neutralism does not mean their
abstention on Cold War issues; it simply means ru:t;jndependent foreign poli.cy. If we respect their sovereignty,
we must respect their right to differ with us: Above all,
consistent support for us on all issues should not be a
condition for friendly relations and equality of treatment
in, foreign aid.
(2) Ac{:eptance of Driversified Dependency. The
tendency for African .Jeaders to move from a ·state of
dependence on a single foreign power to one of dispersion of their foreign involvements has been previously described. The diversification of dependency relationships is, of course, the logical consequence of a
policy of neutralism. It enhances their security and
maximizes their external aid; it also serves to provide a
sense of psychological independence. We should accept,
and in appropriate cases support, their impulse to
diversity, hoping that the Western sector in their spectrum of involvements always remains an adequate
counterbalance to the Eastern. Above all, however, we
should cease stressing officially the importance of pres¢rving the European con:rn.ection. As sovereign states
they must be allowed the right to assess their own interests and determil;1e their own involvements.
(3) Tolerance of Variant Forms of Government and
Economy. The general trend in African states is to-,
wardS{ one-party regimes and state-controlled economies.
There is also a general leftward drift· in ideology, and a near-universal support for the concept of a socialist state. There are many explanations for this orientatjon~
but one that stands out' above. all others is:that2_trong ·
government d,uring the transitional period is regarded as
a_~guisite for-nation-building a~d rapid modernization.
The similarities tQ communist regimes are obvious, but
African leaders rationalize and defend their use of
authoritarian forms and techniques in terms of a peculiarly African pattern of development. Whatever \the
causes or explanations may be, however, these are the
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governments with which we must deal. We must also
remember· that each sovereign state has the right to
determine its own form of government and economy.
Africans bitterly resent the West's hypercritical and
-purist attitude regarding their efforts to carry out what
they feel to be a heroic "bootstrap operation." Our
<,;riticism and "holier-than-thou" attitude is all the more
irritating because of - certain right-wing authoritarian
.
regimes we ltn.criti£~!cllY..§!!RP-Ort. .
Emergent Africa is still in the process of sorting
itself out, of setting up and testing new institutions, and
of seeking forms of government appropriate to the
circumstances it co¢tonts. Without foregoing ·our right
to render moral judgment on authoritarian excesses, we
.inust at this stage demonstrate tolerance and understanding regarding these trends in Africa. We must above all
refrain from making premature judgments. Our contribution should be positive-to help African leaders to
create conditions which will facilitate the growth of free
institutions and public liberties.
( 4) Support for Full Participation in the United
Nations. The new African states are not fully represented, ·in proportion to their number, in several aspects
of United Nations activities: the United Nations Secretariat; the ·secretariats . and technical sta:ffs of the
specialized agencies, the International Court of Justice,
and the Security Council. Such under-participation is
due in P!U"t to their recent admission as members, and
in part to the extremely limited number of Africans
technically qualified to perform. many of the specialized
tasks involved.
African confidence in the United Nations is particularly important because of the expanded role the latter
is destined to assume both in African development and
in handling critical African political issues. For these
efforts to be effective, African leaders must be genuinely
convinced of the integrity and neutrality of the United
Nations apparatus, as the Congo crisis has so vividly
demonstrated. The Soviet bloc is likely to continue to
stigmatize the United Nations as an i1;1strument of the
West in general and of the Department of State in particular. Many African leaders have a strong predisposition to believe charges of Western duplicity and manipulation. This is strengthened by the fact that thelJnited
Nations Secretariat is predominantly, or at least dispropQJ:tii::mately, Western. Thus,. if African confidence in
the United Nations is to be preserved, the United States
should- take the initiative to ensure greater African participation in all agencies and organs. Regularized
African representation on the Security Council and
International Court of Justice should be sought, and
specialized training programs should be inaugurated to /
increase African representation in the secretariats.
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(5). Official Criticism of Residual Colonialism. Adjusting and developing our policies along the foregoing
lines will do much to improve our relations with the
new African states and to convince their leaders of our
genuine respect for their sovereign equality as members
of the world community. However, this will all b~ of
no avail if we do not consistently oppose residual~~~::c
pean coloni_il]§.ill ~P-el. :racialism in Africa. Ambassador
-Adlai Stevenson's dramatic vote in the. UN Security
Council for investigation of the disorders in Portuguese
Angola was a good beginning, but we must follow it up.
The problems of transition in these colonial systems
are complex and delicate, and we should help in every
way possible to facilitate the needed adjustments-but
we should also declare our moral position i~ !lnequivocal
terms.
·The strongest possible private diplo_matic ,Pressure
should be exerted upon Portugal to take positive steps
toward the ultimate emancipation of _her_ ~n:hQ.ries in
Africa.
.~
W:~ should take· a reserved and non-committal position regarding the future of the Central African Federa-non, a:flirming. our support of the principies of self-'
· determination and majority rule. Through diplomatic
channels, we should inform the government of the
Federatior! and 'of- Southern Rhodesia that we will not
sqpport the Federation unless it is reconstituted along
lines-that clearir_have the support of the African peoplc;:s"'anatliaf we would look with profound disfavor upon
any attempted union, under any form, 'between Southern
Rhodesia and th~ Union of South Africa. These warnings should be ·acco~p~nied by a firm assurance of our
support for ecdnomic develop~ent of the area and for
_ the protectiol)-,..of minority rights. Regarding the Union "
,.of South Africa, we should , take an emphatically
stronger position in the United Nations-against apartheid
a:nd ip.sjst _ !.h<~,t Southwest Africa be placed under the
l
trusteeship of the United Nations.
--We must also make a far heavier commitment of our
resources to African educational and economic develop-~~nt. During 195~, all .of Africa received only~'t1free )
P~!:Cfmt of our total foreign,_ aid. New programs of assistance have been launched, and larger-scale forms of
assistance are now being planned, but the needs are both
great and urgent. A grelitly expanded effort is required.
In allocating aid and in developing collaborative development programs with African states; we are confronted with the question whether we should give
preferential treatment to the more_ conservative proWestern states as opposed to the more radical states,'with which· our relations have at times ·been strained.
This raises, of course, the more general question
. whether we should choose sides at this time among the
several competing African groups. The consensus of
23

most sensitive and informed observers is that a policy
of differential treatment would be most unwise. It would
-not only deepen the cleavages among these groups but
would inevitably push the more radical states into closer
alliance with the Sino-Soviet bloc. Moreover, there is
evidence that the radical states represent the "wave of
the future" in Africa and that other new states will
join their ranks. Thus, rather than censuring and opposing them, we should seek to identify ourselves · with
the dynamism of which they are the principal carriers.
The promotion of African unity should be' one of
our major objectives. We should continue to give
strong encouragement to interstate economic cooperation, to wider political associations, and to the development of regional machinery, such as an Organization of African States, for the resolution of intraAfrican disputes. The latter should be made primarily an African responsibility. Every effort should
be made to bring about a reduction in intra-African
tensions and the formation of a broader consensus
among Africa's leaders.
America stands at a crossroads in its relations with
the new Africa. Wise and imaginative policies, generous
aid, patience and forbearance, and a new spirit of associating ourselves positively with Africa's goals and
needs can be the decisive factor in Africa's peaceful
adjustment to the modern world. The opportunity to
play a creative and constructive role is a fleeting one.
Developments in Africa are rapidly moving beyond
control. Will we respond in time, and adequately? The
answer does not depend solely upon the actions of our
government; indeed, in a large measure, it will ultimately be determined by the American- people.
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